POS

SPECIFICATIONS
SMS point of sale, the smarter calculator
High-volume retail outlets need a POS system with superior data
handling capabilities. The SMS Point-of-Sale system processes
transactions quickly and efficiently. The combination of a local
item file with an item file on every lane makes the POS system a
virtually no risk solution.
The most recent Store Management Suite point of sale
technology includes a fast, flexible, safe and easy to use
software that manages all cash register transactions and allows
greater control by store managers and owners. Developed
using a concept of independence between the server and the
points of sale (POS), the network guarantees continuous and
safe cash register transactions. Since SMS uses a relational
database (MS-SQL), it simplifies operations and offers
management and analysis tools that are both fast and precise.
The SMS point of sale is a feature-rich solution providing various
alternatives as touch screen setup thru keyboard, interfacing to
multiple debit/credit switch, gas pump interface, advanced
customer loyalty and more. Hardware compatibility is very
important in a point of sale and we are committed to provide a
point of sale system that communicates with all the peripherals
available on the market today. Over the years, we have
designed tools to interface to all the major players in the
scanning, scaling, display and printing world. Electronic
signature and Electronic Check Conversion (ECC) are new
trends that we have integrated into SMS. Security is another
major concern for retailers. We are proud of our security
features:
Biometric for cashier, manager and customer recognition
Webcam interface at the POS to record transactions based
on criteria
Manual ID scanning or triggered by certain media
We are sure that these security features will help retailers to feel
comfortable with their system.

Fully customizable HTML page POS
Sell by UPC, vendor code or unlimited alternate codes
Search by description or sub-department
Programmable flip chart for item search
Multiple discount methods
Programmable and sorted receipts
Print rain check
Bar code printed on suspended order for easy recall
Electronic coupons printed or given
Price modification at the selling stage
Customer and item maintenance at POS
Cost plus for all or specific customers
Fully programmable advertising screen
Peripherals and Networking
Each lane runs independently with its own database
Multi terminals suspend/recall
Same user on different lanes can be stopped
Customer file on the lane, server or host
Item and Customer maintenance at the POS
Advanced peripherals support
Many Different Bank Transaction Processing Interfaces
Security
Manager access card (bar code or magnetic stripe)
Biometric Device Support (FingerPrint authentication)
Customer, operator age verification
Minimum/maximum on every function
Webcam Interface
Cash limit in drawer with alarm
Automatic lock or logout programmable
Cashier monitoring
Interface to Digital Video Recorder (DVR)

